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Syrian Arab Republic
General Command of the Army and Armed Forces
Administration of Military Jurisdiction
 Verdict
Date ..................................... In the name of the Arab people of Syria
Number ... 3/2010 ................
File Number ... 2114/2009 ... 767/2010

I, Captain Ayman Wafiq Ismandar, single military judge in al-Qamishli, have considered:
the direct bill of indictment No. 25347/1493 from 2009, which calls for the crimi-
nal prosecution of the defendants (1) Muhammad Shaykhu ʿIsa, (2) Khalil ʿIbrahim 
Muhammad, (3) ʿAbdussalam Shaykhmus Mahmud, (4) Rami Shaykhmus al-Hasan 
for the offense of inciting sectarian strife, pursuant to Paragraph 307 of the Crimi-
nal Code and the prosecution of defendants 3 and 4 for inciting unrest pursuant 
to Paragraph 366 of the Criminal Code, as well as all other documents in this com-
plaint. The public trial, which took place partly in the presence and partly in the 
absence of the defendants as if they were present, yielded the following:

The sequence of events

The sequence of events in this case can be summarized as follows: On 3/16/2009, 
due to the Kurdish population’s activities at the so-called Halabjah commemoration 
in al-Hasakah province, several police patrols moved out to bring the demonstra-
tions and riotous gatherings under control. In the process they observed the de-
fendant ʿAbdussalam Shaykhmus Mahmud, owner of a cassette shop in the village 
of ʿAmudah, loudly operating a cassette player, inserting a cassette with songs 
in the Kurdish dialect about the suffering, oppression and massacre to which the 
Kurdish population had fallen victim. This so enraged the bystanders that many of 
them gathered in the street and held a minute of silence, which interfered with the 
traffic in the area. Thereupon the police patrol arrested the defendant ʿAbdussalam 
and confiscated the cassette player and the cassette. Another police patrol in the 
city of al-Hasakah arrested the defendant Rami, who along with a group of people 
blocked the street there and, with the defendants Muhammad ʿIsa and Khalil 
Muhammad and numerous other people, held a minute of silence to commemorate 
Halabjah. The defendant Rami al-Hasan blocked the street, causing chaos and un-
rest. The police patrol arrested them, duly commenced an investigation of the inci-
dent and filed criminal charges against the defendants 1 through 4 for the offense 
of inciting sectarian strife and against the defendants 3 and 4 for inciting unrest.
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The body of evidence

The attached documents from the preliminary investigation:
1. The attached protocol from the police station in the village of ʿAmudah, 
No. 222, dated 3/16/2009.
2. The attached protocol from the police station of the city of al-Hasakah, 
No. 109, dated 3/17/2009.
3. The attached protocol from the police station in the city of al-Qamishli, 
No. 1227, dated 3/16/2009.
4. The attached letter from the Department of the Political Police in al-Hasakah, 
No. 1846, dated 3/20/2009.
5. The regular receipt No. 41, year 2009, from our agency’s storage area for 
valuables, referring to the seizure of a small cassette player of the Brusutal brand 
along with a cassette by the singer Shifan [i. e. Şivan Perwer] taken from the pos-
session of the defendant ʿAbdussalam Shaykhmus Mahmud.
6. The testimony of the defendant Muhammad Shaykhmus [correct would have 
been: Muhammad Shaykhu ʿIsa] before this court in the hearing on 6/2/2009, 
which reads: »The charges against me are baseless. I did not take part in any dem-
onstration or riotous gathering and also did not hold a minute of silence to honor 
those who were killed in Halabjah. I neither set fire to tires nor chanted slogans. 
I am not aware of making any statements before the court or to the police that I 
had done such things.«
7. The testimony of the defendant Khalil Muhammad ʿIbrahim before this court in 
the same hearing, which reads: »I neither took part in the demonstrations of unrest 
nor set fire to tires nor waved flags or chanted slogans. I did, along with others in-
cluding Muhammad Shaykhu, hold a minute of silence to commemorate Halabjah.«
8. The testimony of the defendant Rami Shaykhmus before this court in the same 
hearing, which reads: »I held a minute of silence because I saw a group of people 
holding a minute of silence to commemorate Halabjah, but I did not block the 
street, interfere with traffic, or insult the police or the security forces.«
9. The testimony of the defendant ʿAbdussalam Shaykhmus Mahmud before this 
court in the same hearing, which reads: »I am the owner of a cassette shop. On the 
day in question I played a cassette in the Kurdish dialect to commemorate Halabjah. 
It reported on the massacre that occurred in Halabjah. I did not do anything further.«
10. The testimony of the witness for the prosecution, Senior Police Officer 
Mahmud Salim, before this court in the hearing on 7/7/2009, which reads: »My 
role is limited to maintaining order in the district. I was not part of the patrol and 
do not know anything about the circumstances of the defendants’ arrest.«
11. The testimony of the witness for the prosecution, Police Officer Subhi al-Hasan, 
before this court in the same hearing, which reads: »I was a part of the patrol that 
arrested Mahmud Shaykhu ʿIsa and Khalil ʿIbrahim Muhammad. They were stand-
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ing with a group of other people near their shops on Khatu Square and holding 
a minute of silence to commemorate Halabjah. The people scattered and those 
named returned to their shops where they were then arrested. They neither incited 
unrest nor disturbed public safety.«
12. The testimony of the witness for the prosecution, Police Officer ʿAbd Tuʿmah 
Qatif, before this court in the same hearing, which reads: »I was a part of the pa-
trol that arrested Mahmud Shaykhu ʿIsa and Khalil ʿIbrahim, because along with a 
group of other people they held a minute of silence on Khatu Square to commemo-
rate Halabjah. When we arrived they scattered and the two people named returned 
to their shops, where we then arrested them. However, they did not incite any sort 
of unrest and chanted neither mottos nor slogans.«
13. The testimony of the witness for the prosecution, Police Officer ʾAhmad ʿIsmaʾil 
an-Nasir, before this court in the same hearing, which reads: »We arrested ʿAbdus-
salam Mahmud, because he played a cassette by the singer Shifan [i. e. Şivan Perwer] 
in his shop at high volume. The cassette was in the Kurdish dialect and associated 
with the commemoration of Halabjah. Additionally a group of people held a minute 
of silence.«
14. The testimony of the witness for the prosecution, Police Sergeant ʾAhmad 
Saʿid, before this court in the hearing on 8/25/2009, which reads: »On the day in 
question we arrested ʿAbdussalam Shaykhmus Mahmud, owner of a cassette shop 
in the village of ʿAmudah because he played a cassette of songs to commemorate 
Halabjah at a high volume in his shop. A large crowd gathered next to the shop, 
extending the entire length of the street. I sent police officer Mahmud Hasan al-ʿAli 
to the shop. He told him [ʿAbdussalam Shaykhmus Mahmud] to see the district 
commander [of the police]. There we recorded the case against him and trans-
ferred it to the proper authorities. The songs were in the Kurdish dialect. I know 
these expressions; the songs were patriotic and emotional.«
15. The testimony of the witness for the prosecution, Police Officer Mahmud 
Hasan al-ʿAli, before this court in the same hearing, which reads: »On the day in 
question the defendant ʿAbdussalam Shaykhmus Mahmud, owner of a cassette 
shop in the village of ʿAmudah, played a cassette of a Kurdish singer in the Kurdish 
dialect. Close to the shop a group of people in the street held a minute of silence 
to commemorate Halabjah. The district commander instructed me to send him 
[ʿAbdussalam Shaykhmus Mahmud] to him.«
16. The testimony of the witness for the prosecution, Police Officer Khadr al-ʿAbd, 
before this court in the same hearing, which reads: »On the day in question we 
were on the street as part of a regular patrol in the city of al-Qamishli when we 
noticed a group of people holding a minute of silence on the sidewalk to commemo-
rate Halabjah. Upon our arrival on the scene, Rami Shaykhmus and several other 
people blocked the width of the street by standing on the road holding hands. We 
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were able to arrest Rami while the others fled. I did not hear him chanting mottos 
or slogans and neither did I see him with flags, slogans or pictures.«
17. The testimony of the witness for the prosecution, Police Officer ʾAdham Milhim, 
before this court in the same hearing, which reads: »On the day in question we were 
part of a regular patrol when we saw about five people, including Rami, who were 
blocking the width of the street by standing on the road holding hands. Moreover 
people were standing on the sidewalks either side of the road, holding a minute of 
silence to commemorate Halabjah. We arrested one of them while the others fled. I 
did not hear him chant mottos or slogans or see him carrying pictures or flags.«
18. The testimony of the witness for the prosecution, Police Officer ʾAhmad Labib 
Badr ar-Rustum, before this court in the hearing on 10/28/2009, which reads: »The 
defendant Rami Shaykhmus and several young men tried to block the width of the 
street in order to stop traffic for the Halabjah commemoration. As a result we ar-
rested him. No flags or picture were seized from him. I do not know anything about 
the other defendants and did not arrest them. Patrols from various stations were 
present during the incident.«
These are all of the documents in this case.

The opinion of the court

The defendants (1) Muhammad Shaykhu ʿIsa, (2) Khalil ʿIbrahim Muhammad, 
(3) ʿAbdussalam Shaykhmus M. Mahmud, (4) Rami Shaykhmus al-Hasan are 
charged with the offense of inciting sectarian strife; the defendants 3 and 4 are ad-
ditionally charged with inciting unrest. Based on the facts of the case and the cor-
roborating evidence, the court sees it as proven that on 3/16/2009, as a result of 
the Kurdish population’s festivities for the so-called Halabjah commemoration, sev-
eral police patrols moved out to bring the demonstrations and riotous gatherings 
under control. They observed the defendant ʿAbdussalam using a cassette player 
to play songs loudly in the Kurdish dialect referring to the anguish and oppression 
under which members of the Kurdish population suffer. This enraged the people 
and the Kurdish population and prompted them to gather around and hold a min-
ute of silence along with the defendant ʿAbdussalam for this commemoration. In 
addition, a patrol in al-Hasakah arrested the defendant Rami al-Hasan along with a 
group of people, including the defendants Khalil Muhammad and Muhammad ʿIsa, 
who were holding a minute of silence on this occasion. The defendant Rami tried 
to block the street and cause chaos and unrest. This is supported by the attached 
investigations, the receipt no. 41, year 2009, from our agency’s storage area for 
valuables, which refers to a cassette player and a tape belonging to the defendant 
ʿAbdussalam Mahmud, and police officers who are witnesses for the prosecution. 
They confirm that the defendants were arrested while they were holding a minute 
of silence in memory of Halabjah and that the defendant ʿAbdussalam Mahmud 
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played a cassette on a cassette player about the so-called Halabjah affair. This ex-
cited those present, prompting them to hold a minute of silence. The police officers 
also confirm that the defendant Rami al-Hasan along with several others tried to 
block the street in the city of al-Hasakah, which caused chaos and unrest, and that 
he held a minute of silence in memory of Halabjah along with the defendants Khalil 
Muhammad and Muhammad ʿIsa. The court’s assessment is further supported by 
the confessions of the defendants Khalil Muhammad and Rami al-Hasan before this 
court, in which they confirm that they held a minute of silence for the so-called 
Halabjah commemoration, as well as by ʿAbdussalam’s confession, in which he 
confirmed that on the day in question he played a cassette in the Kurdish dialect 
that concerned this occasion for which he also held a minute of silence. The defen-
dant Rami al-Hasan’s plea that he did not block the street or take part in riots and 
the defendant Muhammad Shaykhu ʿIsa’s plea to the charges brought against him 
must be seen as attempts by the defendants to avoid responsibility for their actions 
and are invalidated by the evidence and proof in this case. The defendants held 
a minute of silence in memory of Halabjah in front of people in the middle of the 
street. Such actions are intended to excite those present and can incite sectarian 
strife. In the Arab state of Syria there are neither Arabs nor Kurds, rather all are 
children of this country and the state is working diligently to strengthen unity and 
national solidarity among its members. The defendants’ actions embody the exact 
opposite orientation to that propagated by the state. Mourning should take place 
within homes, not in the middle of the street so that the people do not spur each 
other to sectarian strife. The defendants are therefore charged with the offense of 
inciting sectarian strife pursuant to Paragraph 307 of the Criminal Code. Based on 
the hearing of evidence, the court is convinced that the defendants ʿAbdussalam 
Mahmud and Rami al-Hasan committed acts that were intended to cause chaos and 
unrest among the citizens pursuant to Paragraph 366 of the Criminal Code. As the 
defendants Rami al-Hasan and ʿAbdussalam Mahmud have thus committed more 
than one offense, the court has decided to combine their punishments pursuant to 
Paragraph 204 of the Criminal Code and to carry out only the most severe punish-
ment. The court has also decided to duly confiscate the evidence mentioned in 
point 5 safeguarded by our agency’s storage area. In light of the circumstances of 
the case, the court has decided at its own discretion to allow for mitigating circum-
stances for the defendants pursuant to Paragraph 244 of the Criminal Code. As the 
matter is thus ready for decision, I resolve:
1. The conviction of the defendants (1) Muhammad Shaykhu ʿIsa, mother Jamilah, 
born 1957 in al-Hasakah, Kh. 183, resident of al-Hasakah al-Kalasah; (2) Khalil 
ʿIbrahim Muhammad, mother Bushrah, born 1953 in Ghanamiyah, Kh. 138, 
resident of al-Hasakah an-Nasirah, Khatu Square; (3) ʿAbdussalam Shaykhmus 
Mahmud, mother ʾAsmaʾ, born 1972 in ʿAmudah, Kh. 1021, resident of ʿAmudah 
ʾAjanib al-Hasakah; (4) Rami Shaykhmus al-Hasan, mother Najah, born 1982 in 
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Qadurbek, Kh. 1060, resident of al-Qamishli Qadurbek, to six months imprisonment 
and a fine of one hundred Syrian Liras for the offense of inciting sectarian strife, 
punishable pursuant to Paragraph 307 of the Criminal Code.
2. The conviction of the defendants (1) ʿAbdussalam Shaykhmus Mahmud and (2) Rami 
Shaykhmus al-Hasan, whose personal data is already listed in the first paragraph, 
to one month imprisonment and a fine of one hundred Syrian Liras for the offense of 
inciting unrest, punishable pursuant to Paragraph 336 of the Criminal Code.
3. The combination of both punishments of ʿAbdussalam Shaykhmus Mahmud and 
Rami Shaykhmus al-Hasan and the restriction of carrying out only the more severe 
leads to a punishment of six months imprisonment and a fine of one hundred Syr-
ian Liras, applying Paragraph 204 of the Criminal Code.
4. Due to mitigating circumstances at the discretion of the judge, the punishment 
imposed upon Muhammad Shaykhu ʿIsa and Khalil ʿIbrahim Muhammad will be re-
duced to three months imprisonment and a fine of fifty Syrian Liras. The punishment 
imposed upon ʿAbdussalam Shaykhmus Mahmud and Rami Shaykhmus al-Hasan will 
be reduced to three and a half months imprisonment and a fine of sixty Syrian Liras, 
applying Paragraph 244 of the Criminal Code. In the case of nonpayment, one day in 
prison is accrued for every ten Syrian Liras.
5. The fees of 9.75 Syrian Liras as well as war surcharges will be imposed upon 
the defendants. In the case of nonpayment, one day of prison is to be served for 
every two Syrian Liras or parts thereof.
6. The proper confiscation of the evidence mentioned in point 5 safeguarded by 
our agency’s storage area.
7. The time already spent in pretrial custody will be credited toward the term of 
imprisonment as follows: For (1) Muhammad Shaykhu ʿIsa and (2) Khalil ʿIbrahim 
Muhammad from 3/17/2009 until 4/22/2009. For (3) ʿAbdussalam Shaykhmus 
Mahmud from 3/17/2009 until 5/3/2009 and for (4) Rami Shaykhmus al-Hasan from 
3/17/2009 until 5/2/2009.
8. Decision made in the presence of Muhammad Shaykhu ʿIsa and Khalil ʿIbrahim 
Muhammad and ʿAbdussalam Shaykhmus Mahmud and in the absence of Rami 
Shaykhmus al-Hasan, as if he was present. The verdict may be appealed. Publicly 
and duly decreed and announced on 1/17/2010.

The Judge








































